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Of the character of The Farington Diary and of the period cov-
ered by its pages mention has already been made;t it is sufficient
here to say that in few places will one find a better portrayal of the
men and of the manners of those days which one might term imme-
diately pre-Victorian. London life, indeed, English life, of the
early 19th century is reflected in this almost day-by-day account
penned by the hand of the artist, Joseph Farington.
It was inevitable that Farington, with his wide interests and
with his wider acquaintance, should bring more or less sharply into
focus many of the men with whom he was in contact and many more
who were in the public eye or were victims of chit-chat and rumor.
Many of these men were medical men, and it is with respect to one
of these that excerpts from the Diary are here collected. This man
is Anthony Carlisle, who, I think, has been somewhat neglected
by medical biographers.
ANTHONY CARLISLE
In reading the lines of the Diary, and between the lines, it
becomes more and more evident that the relationship between Far-
ington and Jennert was essentially one of friendship and respect;
in the same way, having read all that Farington chose to record, it
seems inescapable that his relationship with Sir Anthony Carlisle
was a matter of convenience. There is nothing necessarily culpable
in this; both men had upon occasion causes to advance, and each
called upon the other to aid in attaining the end in view. But there
are no expressions in the Diary that imply admiration of Carlisle,
despite the fact thathis abilities wereclearlyrecognized. And recog-
nized they must have been, for Anthony Carlisle was one of the
most versatile persons in an era when versatility was expected.
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Not only did Carlisle become recognized as a competent surgeon,
comparative anatomist, and teacher, but he was also a collector, a
lover of black-letter books, an artist (he was recommended to the
Royal Academy by no less a sponsor than Joshua Reynolds), a sport-
ing gentleman, and a critic. His disposition was not always of the
best-the term "crochety" has been applied-and although no one
denied him merit all pronounced him vain.
References to Carlisle first appear in the Diary at about the time
(1 804) when hewas elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and they
continue over a period of 15 years during which he was assuming
an ever-increasing importance in the medical affairs of London. In
almost all instances where mention of him is made, it is possible
to see a direct or indirect connection with his artistic interests; in a
few cases it would appear that his interest is Carlisle.
One of the earlier of the notes on Carlisle gives a suggestion of
his early history as well as a clear indication of the state to which
he had attained in the professional field. The memorandum for
December 16, 1806, reads:
Ant. Carlisle called to speak to me respecting His Brother [this was
really his half-brother Nicholas] offering Himself for the Office of Secretary
to the Antiquary Society. He sd. His Brother is younger than Himself &
was born of a different mother, a second wife, sister to Captain Scottowe,
formerly in the East India Company's service . . . He had a good education,
& is a very good Scholer. He had, said Carlisle, a great advantage over me
in that respect. I was taken from School at the age of 14, but He remained
there till He was near 19. . . Carlisle came in a handsome Chariot. .
Despite his lack of early education, Carlisle was quite correct in
his conclusion that election to any office in either the Society of
Antiquaries or in the Royal Academy could be effected only through
the approval of Farington. Whether it was the influence of the
"handsome Chariot," or because Farington was convinced of the
superlative merits of the candidate, at the election held on Febru-
ary 19, 1807, "Nicholas Carlisle, Esqr. brother to the Surgeon" very
handily overcame the Revd. Mr. Dibdin and the Revd. Thos. Cox,
and in spite of the late hour when the votes were counted the Sur-
geon hastily sent around a note announcing the defeat of the cloth.
The "handsome Chariot" can perhaps be explained by Faring-
ton's entry for October 17, 1806:
Carlisle told me that in his practice as a Surgeon when He goes out of
town He charges at the rate of a guinea a milc; and that for every day He
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might be detained at any place He should charge Ten guineas a day, or
Seventy guineas a week; which He observed was not too much, as more than
that might be lost to Him eventually owing to His being absent when persons
might apply to Him & thereby losing their custom.
But then, there was no reason why Carlisle should not collect
his guineas; in this he was quite in line with the other leading men
of his day, men whom he knew and concerning whom he was in no
way reluctant to express his opinions. On February 11, 1808, Far-
ington entertained a number of his friends at dinner, among the
number being Carlisle "who drank no wine & talked much against
the use of it." He also talked about many other things, including
his medical colleagues, expressing quite frankly and freely his views
as to their relative abilities. These opinions Farington records thus:
He said, Dr. Baillie who has now a high reputation, has great knowledge
of anatomy, & was an excellent Schoolmaster while He gave Lectures in it,
but that He had not much medical knowuledge, & held the power of medicine
very cheap. For this Carlisle blamed him, as by attention to the progress of
a complaint, medicines may undoubtedly be occasionally employed with great
effect.
He spoke of Reynolds as being a weak man, & consequently not a man
capable of judging in cases where sagacity & penetration are necessary.
Lettsom, He allowed to be above Reynolds in understanding, but yet an
inferior man.
Dr. George Fordyce, He sd. killed Himself by drinking which habit He
commenced after the untimely death of his son. The Doctor [i.e., Fordyce]
contended that if drinking caused some disorders it prevented others, and in
this Carlisle agreed with him.
We might interrupt Farington's account of Carlisle's appraisal
and state that it received confirmation from the record of a discussion
Farington held with Dr. Hayes.
He spoke of the late Dr. George Fordyce, a most able Physician. He
died abt. 70 years of age, & for 20 years before that Period had been in the
habit of drinking much wine. It was his custom to go to a certain Coffee
House & ask for Half a pint of wine, which wd. be followed by calling for
another Half pint, the exhilarating feeling caused Him to go on. One eve-
ning He desired to know what He had to pay. The waiter replied, "Sir,
you had two Halfpints, a Pint, and a Bottle." (March 9, 1808)
Carlisle continued:
Sir Francis Milman He spoke of as being a man of sense, & very capable;
but doubted whether He had had sufficient experience.
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Dr. Ash He mentioned as being the best informed man of His profession;
with the additional advantage of an extraordinary memory.
Dr. Frazer, who died lately, He sd. had injured His constitution by
drinking too much which had hurt some of the Viscera; but He had abstained
from it latterly.
Dr. Vaughhan He spoke of as being a man amiable in His manners, but
one who did not seem to possess any great power of mind.
Knowing Farington, it is hard to believe that this was the type
of conversation that made him so feelingly express his relief at Car-
lisle's departure. But in any case, the discussion was here inter-
rupted for tea. That formality over with, however, it is clear that
Carlisle continued to dominate and, perhaps by way of diversion,
showed them drawings of "a design for a Bedlam, by an insane man
in Bedlam, & read some of His mad notions of Himself, & some of
His projects." Undoubtedly the interlude was highly diverting, but
Carlisle shortly returned to his critical treatment of his confreres.
The Diary continues:
Carlisle said that the late Dr. Warren was a man of superior abilities;
had great judgment, and strong reasoning powers, so that, said He, "Dr.
Warren never killed in vain!" That is, if He found that medicines which
in certain cases were reputed to be specific, & did not produce the effect
expected, He wd. not adhere to them as many Physicians do secundum artem,
but wd. consider what might be more likely to meet the case with advantage.
He had also the power of keeping up the spirits of His patients, always
endeavouring to inspire them with hope even in desperate cases, which greatly
assisted His prescriptions.
This is, indeed, the highest of praise, reserved by Carlisle, it
seems, for the recently deceased Dr. Warren, after which he reverted
once more to Baillie, adding that:
Dr. Baillie was brought into practise very much by the recommendation
of His Father in Law, Dr. Denman, who wd. to many, signify that there
was something in their constitution which required a Physician well acquainted
with anatomy, which afforded Him an opportunity of naming Dr. Baillie.
Hence an Anatomical Physician, has become in some degree fashionable.
On only one other occasion, and that some years later, does Car-
lisle express himself, through the medium of Farington's Diary, on
the merits of his fellow practitioners. This was in connection with the
unfortunate death of the Princess Charlotte and the subsequent tragic
suicide of Sir Richard Croft. Under date of November 14, 1817,
appears:
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Smirke called. He had met Carlisle, the Surgeon, who was full of the
subject of the death of Princess Charlotte & of the unsatisfactory conduct of
the Medical Persons who attended her.
In this criticism Carlisle was not alone, but one can well believe
that the plain language which he used in expressing his disapproval
could have given scant comfort to the unfortunate Sir Richard.
Carlisle's interest in art joined with his enthusiasm for anatomy
doubtless explains, inpart, his association with the sporting fraternity.
Beyond question it was the physical development exhibited that
prompted Carlisle to seek the approval of Farington for a scheme
to make use of the leading boxers of the day. The Diary (July 22,
1807) states:
Carlisle called, and talked of a Plan of making the public exercises of the
Pugilists, a school of study for artists who study the Human figure. . . to
Pugilists He wd. add Tumblers &c to obtain as great a variety as possible.
Clearly Carlisle felt that betterresults might be obtained through
study of the human figure than by continuing to follow classical
examples. Carlisle was called upon to treat "a Black Man" in one
of the hospitals for some slight injury, and so impressed was he with
the "extraordinary fine figure" of this man that he sought to interest
Lawrence in the case (Aug. 18, 1810). This does not mean that
Carlisle lacked appreciation for the art of the Greeks. In fact, he
told Farington "a great deal abt. the Greek sculptors not producing
their admirable works by means of Anatomical knowledge but by
their knowledge of Geometry." Perhaps the best summary of Car-
lisle's views was contributed to Farington (November 13, 1816)
by his colleague Fuseli. The Diary reads:
Henry Fuseli spoke rather slightingly of Carlisle's Lecture delivered on
Monday last, but allowed that He had ingenuity. The sum of His Lecture sd.
He, was, that Art and Science shd. go together hand in hand . . . Carlisle
spoke of Phidias &c. as knowing nothing of Anatomy below the surface of
the Body, but He named two Greeks of Alexandria who had anatomical
knowledge...
As a connecting link between Anthony Carlisle's interest in the
physical fitness of the athlete and his practise of medicine we may
cite his ministrations to Mr. Richardson. This gentleman was a
boxer of some renown, and most certainly he was a man endowed
with considerable resistance, despite his intemperate habits. In
fact, it was just this intemperance that led him to knock Baron Hom-
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pesch into the London gutter, with the result that the Baron forced
him into a duel, carried out with a fine disregard for the code duello.
The Baron was "said to be a paltry Character." At all events, Sir
Anthony attended Richardson after the meeting, and later he
recounted the incident and its results to Farington (March 2, 1807):
Carlisle sd. . . He [i.e., Richardson] was shot through the body, the ball
passing through the Liver, Lungs, & grasing some of the vessels near the
heart. On receiving the wound, He fell, and was convulsed, & for an hour
appeared to be dying, but afterwards recovered his senses, & was brought to
His lodgings in Parliament street & was able to walk from the carriage to an
apartment on the ground floor, & to assist in undressing Himself. His con-
stitution being very strong, He was able to endure the vast evacuations that
could alone save his life by preventing inflammation & fever, as had suppura-
tion taken place His death wd. have been certain. In 13 days 236 ounces
of blood were taken from his arm, besides 3 quarts of blood from his side.
He was reduced to the lowest state possible witht. extinguishing life. For
the 5 first days He had no sustenance allowed Him, & then only a piece of
toasted bread which had been steeped in water. Some female friends at one
period having observed Him to be very low, gave him 1/2 a pint of milk
porridge, which soon raised His pulse from 76 to 120 and it became necessary
to bleed Him twice to prevent the worst consequences.
At last He recovered & is now quite well & may live 30 years longer. . .
Possibly Carlisle did not minimize the seriousness of Mr. Rich-
ardson's situation; his constitution was indeed strong.
Of Carlisle's methods employed in treatment, but one or two
of the instances referred to by Farington need be mentioned. They
show something of Carlisle's character as well as of his professional
abilities.
James Barry, R.A., was a native of Cork, who, although he
possessed considerable merit as a historical painter, was wholly lack-
ing in ability to maintain himself in a state of solvency. This diffi-
culty became the more acute when, after publication of his Letter
to the Dilettanti Society, he was dismissed from his post as Professor
of Painting in the Royal Academy, thus forfeiting the £30 a year
which this appointment provided. Various subscriptions were taken
up so that he might eke out an existence until his Birth of Pandora
was completed.
On the 6th of February he was taken ill, and, as Farington
records on February 22, 1806: "This day died James Barry, His-
torical painter, aged 65." Two days later, Landseer called on Far-
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ington, and in the conversation the details of the illness and death
of Barry are recorded.
It seems that Barry had attended a meeting of the Society of
Arts, held at the Adelphi, and that he had neglected to wear the
"thick Spenser which He usuallywore" and, as a consequence, caught
cold, as became apparent after he had retired for dinner "to an Eat-
ing house, which He usually frequented." There, an Irish gentle-
man found him
. . . very unwell being scarcely able to speak. A Coach was got & the
gentleman took Him to His own house in Castle street but found the Key
Hole of the door filled by mischievous boys with stones & dirt. .. The gentle-
man then got Him a lodging at a Pastry Cook's in Mortimer Street, where
he became worse.
Then appears the statement which reveals Carlisle's attitude toward
Barry's creditors, and it may be difficult to conclude that his action
failed to forward justice. The account of the episode continues:
Dr. Ferris, Mr. Carlisle, Surgeon, & another gentleman, thought it best
not to report His death for a day or two, to give them time to remove His
effects from His ruinous House in Margaret Street, which Landseer assisted
them in doing.
Whether the neighborhood tradesmen appreciated this action by
the faculty and the Irish gentleman is not recorded, but from Far-
ington, at least, came not the slightest word of criticism, and one is
led to believe that the salvage operation violated no deep-seated
principle of law or ethics.
A further note relative to the sad end of Barry may be permitted,
since it presents two views of the nature of Barry's fatal illness, one
voiced by Benjamin West, the other by Carlisle himself. West
informed Farington that after Barry had been lodged in the Morti-
mer Street house, "In the night Barry's nose bled very much & so
damaged the bed, that in the morning the people insisted upon his
being removed & they charged 36 shillings for the damage done."
He further advances his views of the case by stating that:
. . . it appeared that violent humours had been floating in his constitution
which at one time seemed to produce an effect like apoplexy, but it was not
so, and the disorder which became positive was in his Chest.
Carlisle's diagnosis, communicated to Farington as they jour-
neyed to Dr. Fryer's house in Newman Street to examine Barry's
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Birth of Pandora, which, by the way, they both agreed was "just
such a production as... might have [been] expected," was
that Barry died of an inflammation of the Lungs... such as people
who are advanced in years & asthmatically inclined are subject to. Barry
was in that state. He sd. had Barry been bled at an early period of his
disorder He might probably have been saved.
Farington then adds that "We then talked of the character &
qualities of Barry . ." and we may be very sure that the Diarist, at
least, had nothing but kindly words.
The Dr. Fryer of Upper Charlotte Street, who neglected to
bleed poor Barry at the appropriate time, was the possessor, or cus-
todian, of the Pandora which had been Barry's "chief Study and
Boast during 33 years at least." Perhaps by writing his Life of
James Barry, Edward Fryer made amends for any culpable acts
during Barry's last illness.
As a final word relative to the death of James Barry, one would
like to be able to disclose the disposition of the effects spirited away
by Dr. Ferris and Carlisle and the other gentleman. But of this
Farington says nothing; surely they did not go toward payment of
the funeral expenses, for the Diary states (March 10, 1806):
Sir Robert Peel . . . offered to give £200 to defray the expences of the
Funeral of James Barry, whose Body is to be carried in procession from the
great room of the Society of Arts, Manufactures & commerce on Friday the
14th. inst. to St. Paul's. . .
In his attendance upon Barry, Carlisle's ministrations were some-
what vicarious, directed more toward conserving Barry's few remain-
ing possessions than toward saving Barry's life. His relationship to
another painter of the period, John Opie, was more direct. It was
orn the 3rd of April, 1807, that both Farington and Carlisle had
occasion to call upon Lawrence. Reporting on the state of the
"Cornish Wonder" Carlisle said:
it was all over with Opie: that He had first complaints which
appeared to be Rheumatick, but there now seemed to be a complication of
disorders, & that He had a complaint in His bladder. He sd. He hourly grew
worse, & it must be a change of which there was no prospect, that could
recover Him. . . He will die.
Such was Carlisle's prediction, and correct it proved to be, for
Opie, "the man who lived to paint, rather than painted to live," suc-
cumbed six days later despite, we hope, the combined efforts of
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several of the most prominent of the profession in London at that
period. Perhaps the Diary record best gives the picture:
April 8, 1807:-Opie's door I stopped at & met Prince Hoare, & the
Apothecary, who said Opie's pulse was better this morn'g, but that He had
yet no passage through Him, & was partly delirious, & partly dozing, He
said He might continue to live 3 or 4 days, or might go off suddenly; but
did not appear to entertain any expectation of his recovery. Prince Hoare
told me that it had now at last been ascertained what His complaint was.
It was thought to be in the bladder, but was not so; the physicians who first
attended him judged it to be inflammatory, & bled him & purged him.
Dr. Alderson, Mrs. Opie's father, came from Norwich & gave a different
opinion. He thought it arose out of a morbid habit & tended to putridity.
Mrs. Opie, distracted at this difference of opinion called in Dr. Vaughan, who
agreed with those who first judged of the case, & Dr. Pitcairne & Dr. Bailie
[sic] being also consulted differed from Dr. Alderson. Such was the said
uncertainty.
April 9, 1807--At 9 oClock Thomson called looking very pale & dis-
tressed which I saw indicated the death of Poor Opie. . . He then gave me
the following acct.
On Friday the 9th. of March, Opie was invited to dine with a Society
called the Irish Society of which Harvey Combe is President. It is held at
a House in the City. Opie went there & found the room in which they dined
large & cold. . . He felt cold & uncomfortable during the entertainment & to
warm himself probably drank a little more wine than He was accustomed to
drink. The night proved very cold, with Snow, & He had to walk home; &
that evening felt unwell from it. The next & following days, He was still
more indifferent, & complained of a pain in his back, & in a little time of a
suppression of Urine. Carlisle, the Surgeon, was applied to, who by the use
of a Catheter drew off the Urine, & it was at first thought a surgical but
soon appeared to be a medical case. Dr. Ash, a friend of Opie's, Son to the
late celebrated Dr. Ash was called in, & there now appeared great disorder
in the vessels abt. the groin, with so violent a pulsation, that it was feared
a rupture wd. take place. On this acct. He was blooded. He appeared still
to grow worse, & was confined to His bed. To the pain in his back & sup-
pression of Urine were added pains in His lower limbs, & these symptoms
caused it to be reported that He had the Rheumatism.
On Thursday, April 2nd, Dr. Alderson, father to Mrs. Opie came from
Norwich, and that afternoon told Thomson, that whatever might be said or
done, Opie never wd. recover. He differed from Dr. Ash in His opinion of
the disorder, & considered it the effect of a morbid habit. Opie had been
thought on the Thursday to be something better, but Dr. Alderson said that
was nothing. Dr. Vaughan had before or was now called in, and agreed
entirely with Dr. Ash as to the propriety of treating his case as had been done,
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and Doctors Pitcairne & Baili [sic] also were added to the consultation, and
fully concurred in it. Their attention was great, they all visited him twice
a day. He had been in a state of Delirium several days, with only slight
intervals. His head was shaved & blistered, to relieve Him in that respect.
There had been no passage through His bowels for a considerable time.
Carlisle a few days ago felt the lower part of the bowels & found them in a
torpid state, the indent of a pressuire upon them remaining; and they crackled
like dry parchment.
Carlisle had for many days told Thomson that Opie wd. not recover.
He spoke highly of Dr. Ash & sd. He knew more of Physic than any of the
Professors. . . Dr. Ash told Thomson that it was not yet known where the
real cause or seat of his disorder was; it might be owing to an intense cold
which had fallen upon the spinal marrow. Lately there had been an oozing
from the back. Last night the Physicians decided that all hope was gone,
all the bad symptoms having increased. . . . At half an Hour past 4 oClock
this morning He died . . . Carlisle said He was insensible & felt nothing. . .
Finally this case has baffled the sagacity of the most eminent medical men
& it will not be known till His body has been opened which is to be done by
Carlisle to-morrow at Eleven oClock, what was the real nature of his disorder.
Opie's mode of living was spoken of. He was very abstemious in respect
to wine, but Dr. Alderson observed that He was a gross feeder; eating of
made dishes in preference to plain meat; and eating pickles & high sauces or
whatever of that kind was before him. Carlisle sd. that shd. Opie's case
appear upon opening the body to be what He supposes, it is a very singular
case, only one instance of the kind being upon record, and that given by a
Physician at Rome. An inflammation of the spinal membrance [sic] above
the Os Coxcygus, which in its effect extended to the Brain and caused the
Delirium.
April 10, 1807:-Carlisle came. He had this morning opened the body
of Opie & found everything as He had expected it wd. be. An inflammation
upon the spine above the Os Coxygus, an inflammation of the Brain, part of
which was dissolved, and 5 ounces of water in the Brain, whereas there ought
not to have been more than half an ounce. There was also inflammation
in the bowels. The case was singular, & like that described by the Roman
Physician. It was incurable from the first, but being inflammatory the
principle which had been acted upon was right. Had it been possible for
Opie to have recovered He wd. have been for the remainder of his life an
Idiot. Carlisle sd. that His skull was both externally & internally of a singular
form.
Carlisle observed that weak minded people have generally small heads
and thick skulls; and that very few, if any, very strong minded persons, those
who have strong common sense, ever became insane. Upon dissecting the
heads of great numbers who have died insane, the foregoing observations
have been made.
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Thus ineffectual were the combined efforts of Pitcairne, Ash,
Alderson, Vaughan, Carlisle, Baillie, and the Apothecary; thus was
confirmed the judgment of Carlisle and the anonymous Roman
Physician.
In this account of the consultations and of the various opinions
expressed, one can just detect a lingering trace of disapproval of
Opie, the poor carpenter's son who had presumed to marry the
refined and educated Amelia, daughter of James Alderson, Physician
of Norwich. Dr. Alderson's comment on the preference which Opie
had shown for "made dishes" and for "pickles & high sauces" may
warrant citing a later item in the Farington Diary:
Dr. Alderson, Mrs. Opie's father was averse to Her marrying Him. In
His first intercourse with Opie He formed an unfavourable opinion of Him.
At dinner there was a dish which was very good, and the Doctor having
tasted would have had more, but Opie witht. regarding others, emptied the
whole dish into his own plate. This the Doctor decided to be a proof of
gross selfishness.
However, since "it was now ascertained that Opie died worth
property to the amount of £12,000, to the surprise of Mrs. Opie"
and doubtless to the surprise of the good Doctor Alderson also, it
may be presumed that resentment was in some measure tempered
by forgiveness.
True to the natural law that failures are remembered, successes
forgotten, the Diary accounts of Carlisle and his patients offer a dis-
mal list of cases in which his medical skill proved of no avail. John
Hoppner, R.A., was (February 21, 1809):
. . described to be on His last Legs, oppressed with a dropsy . . . had
been attended by Dr. Baillie & other Physicians, but had dismissed them all.
Carlisle . . . sd. Hoppner was in a state in which medical men might try
any experiment, meaning they cd. do Him neither good nor harm.
Carlisle was correct. No account is given by Farington of the experi-
ments, if any, that were tried, but in his note-book for 1810, is the
notation:
On Tuesday, Jany. 23rd died, at His House in Charles's St. St. James's
square, between Eleven & Twelve oClock, John Hoppner, R.A. aged 51.
Another patient, Thomson, the same Thomson who had reported
to Farington so fully on Opie's condition, was sent "to Portsmouth
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by advice of Carlisle to bathe in the Sea for his Rheumatick com-
plaint, the Hot Sea Bath" (May 14, 1810), but to no good purpose.
For later in the Diary it speaks of "Thomson being in a very bad
state from the complaint in His leg & thigh, & . .. He seemed like
the ruin of a Man." And David Pike Watts, the uncle of John
Constable, "an Old man for His years [who] did not favour His
Constitution bylivingchearfully" became one of Carlisle's problems.
As didalso Farington's old friend Joseph Nollekens, the son ofWal-
pole's "old Nollekens," who required almost daily ministrations "in
consequence ofthe corruptions and swelling" of his legs. And then,
there was Windham.
William Windham, Secretary for War in the Pitt government,
had fallen and bruised his hip in his efforts to remove the books from
Lord North's libraryduring a fire. To this, and to the efforts made
to afford Windham proper treatment, Farington gives much space,
incidentally revealing again how conflicting the opinions frequently
were among the medical men whose advice was sought. The first
mention of the matter occurs in the Diary record for May 28, 1810,
some time after the injury had taken place and a few days after
Windham had undergone his operation. The account on this date
is very brief, as well it might be, for all attention on May 28 was
focussed on the funeral, at St. Pancras, of that glorious masquerader,
the Chevalier D'Eon. Even the serious condition of one of Pitt's
ministers could hardly be expected to compete with the mysterious
Chevalier. Nevertheless, on this same date Farington records,
referring to Mr. Windham's bruised hip:
After a time a small swelling appeared which increased to the size of an
Egg. It was lately cut out by Mr. Lind a Surgeon, a very severe operation,
it being in the fleshy part of the Hip. Much fever was caused by it, & Dr.
Blane sd. at Sir Joseph Banks's last night, that Mr. Windham was a bad
subject for disease, His constitution being in a bad state, & added, "Within
the last twelve months I cured Him of a Dropsy."
A few days later, on June 3, Farington records additional infor-
mation which he had obtained through the medium of the Rev.
Horace Hamond:
H. Hammond saw Philips, the Surgeon, to-day, who told Him that some-
time ago Mr. Windham asked for His opinion of the swelling which He,
Mr. W. felt in His Hip. Philips, on examining it, found that the swelling
was deeply seated in the fleshy part, so as to make it almost difficult to feel it.
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He asked Mr. Windham whether He suffered any pain or inconvenience
from it, to which Mr. W. replied in the negative. Philips then said, He
thought it wd. be best to leave it to Nature to absorb it, or to work it up
to a state of suppuration, when it might be opened and treated properly.
Possibly nothing of any consequence might have arisen from it, & Mr. Wind-
ham might have lived 10 years longer. He is now abt. 60. After this,
Mr. Windham consulted Home, the Surgeon, who was for having it cut out,
& gave as a reason that if He should strike His Hip against a table; or in
any other way bruise it, it wd. be disagreeable. The result was that Mr.
Windham resolved to have the swelling cut out, & the operation was per-
formed by Lind, the Surgeon. The inflammation which followed was more
than His constitution could bear & this day He was reported to be dying.
This was true. The Diary (June 4, 1810) reads:
.. . Mr. Windham, M.P.... died this forenoon at 1/2 past Eleven
oClock ... Carlisle the Surgeon, was against the operation being performed
which caused Mr. W's death; & . . . Dr. Baillie had said that Mr. Windham's
body was in a very bad state; that His flesh was like Horse-flesh.
One can well believe that dinner-table and coffee-house conver-
sation thoroughly covered the death of the statesman, and that the
differences in opinions expressed by the several members of the
Faculty were not overlooked. Farington himself had a troublesome
hip, as had Mr. Windham, and it is almost certain that he had dwelt
on the matter at some length. At all events (on June 22) he writes:
Carlisle I called on to ask His opinion of a strain in my left Hip. He
spoke of the late Mr. Windham, who abt. 3 weeks before the operation was
performed upon Him asked His opinion respecting an operation. He then
told me that Mr. Windham was in reality a very nervous man; and that
when the persons who were to perform the operation & to superintend it were
assembled, viz: Messrs. Home, Lind & the Apothecary; Mr. Windham was
for sometime very irresolute. . . At last, However, He determined to have it
performed. Lind performed the operation, & the Cutting part lasted 20
minutes, during which Mr. Windham occasionally spoke to them, expressing
His feeling of the severity of it, & of the length of time it took. . . He said
He "should never recover from it," & He continued to think so till His
death. For 4 or 5 days Home entertained an expectation of His recovery;
but the wound never shewed a good disposition. Carlisle believed that a
membranae which covers the bone was injured & that it suppurated, which was
certain to be followed by death.
His opinion upon the whole was that Mr. Windham's apothecary & Lind
had no apprehension of danger from the operation, & that they encouraged
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Him, or at least that the Apothecary did, to undergo it, having in their view
the profit which wd. arise from it, & the credit of having successfully per-
formed an operation upon a person so distinguished. Carlisle seemed to think
but little of Lind as a man of professional judgment, but that He had been
talked of by some as being a good Cutter. With respect to an apprehension
of a Cancer forming in the part, Carlisle sd. there was no reason to fear
it,-that a Cancer in such a situation had not been known. The loss of
blood which Mr. Windham suffered was trifling, not in all probability Half
a pint, therefore He was not essentially weakened by that; but the endurance
of exquisite pain for so long a time as He felt it must have had a great effect
upon His constitution; adding that severe pain will & does kill persons. . .
Human constitution cannot support it. Mr. Windham felt overcome by it.
It thus seems that Carlisle, like Mr. Windham, was on the losing
side in this problem ofselecting the wise course.
The Diary offers many other items relative to Anthony Carlisle;
his high regard for Old Moore's Almanac and its predictions; his
belief that "convalescent madmen (should be) removed to more
rational Classes of Society"; his interest in "Dr. Woollaston . . .
Inventor of the Periscopic spectacles," and admiration for "Dr. Ash,
eminent for his learning [and] President of the Eumelian Club at
the Thatched House Tavern"; his concern that West, in making a
sketch of a fishing partywhich included Carlisle, "made Himself the
principal figure, & only introduced [the rest] as looking towards
Him"; his publication of Shee's patriotic song "that was too long
for a Song (but) was an Essay"; and his possibly righteous reaction
thus recordedbyFarington (September 26, 1816):
A. Carlisle sent a paper to the Royal Society which He expected wd. be
published in the Annals of the Society; but the Council did not esteem it of
sufficient merit or interest for the purpose & omitted it, which excited in him
great indignation.
The great care with which Farington made note of the opinions
of all men, medical and lay alike, on the subject of personal habits
suggests that he may well have had misgivings as to his own. Cer-
tainly, any views that Carlisle might have to contribute would be
welcomed, and repeatedly he quotes Carlisle on this subject. As an
example, we may consider his Diary entry for March 2, 1807:
Carlisle does not drink wine. He found it did not agree with him &
he left it off. He said persons who are in the habit of drinking wine if they
pass through the period of 40 to 50 may go on & live to 70 or 80; but it is
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a cause of disorders frequently coming on at 60. He allowed [and this
sounds as though Farington had asked a leading question,-he was 60 years
old at the time] that those who drink wine are less liable to infectious fevers
than those who abstain from it. In His opinion it is better to get drunk
once a week than to drink a pint of wine every day. The liver He said, is
disturbed by wine. He admitted [the word suggests adroit questioning] that
there are constitutions in which it is necessary & as such He occasionally
prescribes it. Dr. Wolcot [Peter Pindar] was spoken of as being in a
breaking up state. Carlisle and Mrs. Carlisle were at a House where in one
day He drank a bottle of Brandy. He said, [and although the matter is not
quite clear from the context, it rather appears that the words were Peter
Pindar's] there were three things which wd. preserve a man. "Fire, Flannel,
and Brandy."
Even though Farington is at pains to record, without prejudice,
all of Carlisle's strictures against the use of wine, there is reason to
thinkthat forhimselfhe sought a middle course, and thatpossibly he
gained a degree of comfort from the conversation which he held
with Henry Tresham, R.A. bearing on Carlisle's habits. There
seems to be just a trace of satisfaction in recording (May 23, 1812),
that although Carlisle, the Surgeon, is
one of the strong advocates against drinking wine, yet with respect
to eating is intemperate to excess. After having indulged to the utmost at a
dinner of luxuries He will by way of desert eat a broiled Hering or two
with mustard & with all this having only drank water will gravely exclaim
against temperate eaters who drink a few glasses of wine.
One additional word, and Anthony Carlisle may be dismissed.
It was on July 3, 1810, that Farington feelingly wrote:
Carlisle left us soon after tea, and the conversation from that period
became better.
The overpowering effect must have been considerable, for two
years and a half elapse before we find in the Diary anything to indi-
cate that Farington had further personal contact with Carlisle. And
then, it would appear that the conversation, if not better, was at least
different. Faringtonrecords (February 26, 1813):
Dr. Anthony Carlisle I dined with. The changes which have taken place
in the formation of the earth of this our Globe was a subject of conversation.
Carlisle said, that it had been proved by examination into the state of the
earth and its contents, that most of it had at some period, been under water.
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It also appeared from bones discovered that there was a time when there were
Animals in the world not now known, and that before Man was created.
The Mosaic acct. sd. He, is not contradicted by the belief that the world
existed in some form & with some creatures in it before the creation of man.
He said, that a Chinese work on Eclipses had been studied & calculated by
the late Hon. Henry Cavendish, F.R.S., who had shewn that the Planets
which caused some of them must have commenced their course 8000 years
ago. . .
So said Anthony Carlisle, Surgeon, in the year 1813; Lyell's
Principles of Geology appeared in 1830, his Antiquity of Man in
1863; Darwin's Origin of Species in 1859.
ADDENDUM
JAMES ALDERSON (d. 1825) was the beloved physician of Norwich, a brother of the Dr.
John Alderson of Hull, and son of John Alderson, a dissenting minister of Lowestoft.
I have seen only scattered references to James Alderson, but they all refer to him as a
gentleman of the old school who had a very extensive local practice, who carried his
generosity toward his poorer patients to an extreme, who indulged moderately his
literary tastes, who was a staunch radical in his politics, and who adhered firmly to the
Unitarian doctrine. He was, however, at his own request, buried in the Friends'
Burying Ground at Norwich.
Farington clearly indicates that the positive and well-educated Dr. Alderson never
quite accepted and understood the Opie "whose rustic habits were too firmly fixed for
him wholly to subdue them" even under the influence of the refined Amelia. Perhaps
he understood Opie's death better than he did his life.
EDWARD ASH (1764-1829), referred to in the Diary as the son of the "late celebrated
Dr. Ash," was in reality his son-in-law as well as his nephew, for Edward Ash married
his cousin.
Though born in London, Edward Ash was educated at Birmingham and at Oxford.
He received his M.D. in 1796 from University College, and with ample financial
resources he settled in London where, in his practice, he gained considerable respect
but where "his disposition and manners were not well calculated for contention with his
brethren in the pursuit of a large and first-rate metropolitan practice." He died 29
Mar., 1829.
The uncle, John Ash (1723-1798), the "oracle of his profession" in Birmingham
and the surrounding countryside, attained great skill in his profession, became mentally
deranged and cured himself by a study of Euclid, and became President of the
Eumelian Club which met at the Thatched House Tavern. He died 18 June, 1798 at
Brompton-row, Knightsbridge.
GILBERT BLANE (1747-1834) was of Blanefield, co. Ayr, where he was born 29 Aug.,
1747. A classical education intended him for the church, but instead he spent 5 years
studying medicine at Edinburgh, only to obtain his M.D. at Glasgow in 1778. Dr.
Cullen turned him over to William Hunter and the latter induced Lord Rodney to
accept Blane as private physician, but he was made physician to the fleet. Back from
his naval experience, Walter Farquhar and Dr. Saunders aided him in obtaining the
post of physician to St. Thomas's Hospital in 1783, and two years later he was
appointed physician extraordinary to the Prince of Wales. This led to a continued
series of appointments to the Royal family, physician to George IV. and William IV.
The author of several important papers, he died at the age of 87 on 27 June, 1834.CARLISLE,) PHYSICIAN FRIEND OF JOSEPH FARINGTON 423
NICHOLAS CARLISLE (1771-1847), half-brother to Sir Anthony, the surgeon, was born
at York in January or February 1771. He entered the naval service of the East
India Co., and as purser accumulated a considerable fortune, which he very generously
placed at the disposal of Anthony during his early difficulties. Doubtless it was this
generosity that later led the well-known surgeon to support so strenuously the antiquary
in his candidacy for the Secretaryship of the Antiquary Society. This was in 1807, and
being elected, Nicholas Carlisle took up his residence in the apartments of the Society
in Somerset House, where he compiled topographical dictionaries and other works of
like character. Doubtless his industry was greater than his ability, yet several of his
contemporaries spoke very highly of him, and he became the recipient of several
foreign orders for his vain struggle to induce continental universities' to establish Pro-
fessorships of English. He died at Margate 27 Aug., 1847.
HENRY CAVENDISH (1731-1810) was not only a genius, but an original. He was born
at Nice, the elder son of Lord Charles Cavendish and with a fortune ample for develop-
ing the career of his choice. Leaving Cambridge without benefit of a degree, he
devoted his energies to scientific work, making many discoveries in the fields of chem-
istry and electricity, though many of his papers were not published until after his
death on 24 Feb., 1810.
Tall and thin, timid, hesitant in speech, attired in old-fashioned, dress, this scholar
lived at Clapham Common at Bloomsbury and maintained his library in a separate
house in Dean Street, Soho, which he attended on certain days to loan his books to those
qualified. He should have been an ideal librarian, for he never tooc from his shelves a
book for his own use, even for a few minutes, without entering the fact in his loan-
book. A Fellow of the Royal Society, almost his only outside contacts were his
Thursday dinners at the Crown and Anchor Tavern with a group of its members.
Of female friends he had none, indeed, he instantly dismissed from his service any of
his female servants that came within his sight, and all of his meals were ordered by
placing a note upon a table where it could be found in his absence.
Farington adds that "He was in His political sentiments always in opposition to
whoever might be in power."
PRINCESS CHARLOTTE, whose unfortunate death in childbir;th brought such disaster
to Richard Croft, was the daughter of George IV. of England by his wife Caroline of
Brunswick. She was an only child, and her early life was not an easy one, for George
IV. and Caroline made her the pawn in their many battles. However, in May, 1816,
the Princess Charlotte Augusta married Leopold of Saxe-Coburg (1790-1865), who
later as Leopold I. was to become King of the Belgians.
She died 6 Nov., 1817, and under date of 11 Nov. 1817, Lady Jerningham wrote
certain details of her death to Lady Bedingfeld: "What a sad and awful Loss England
has had! The death of the Princess Charlotte . . . seems yet rather unaccountable
On the Princess being opened, an ounce of Liquid was found about her Heart; but,
it was said, 'how or when it Came there, no one could tell. It is supposed She was
exhausted by the tedious and painful Labour she had gone thro. Dr. Sims was asked
for by Croft and Baillie was there the whole time. After her delivery She was
supposed to be going on very well, but three Hours after she appeared in the road to
destruction. She died after two in the morning, and had been delivered at nine at
Night, in the natural way." The Farington Diary could not fail to offer items, from
diverse sources, relative to the death of the Princess: "Her death is attributed by the
medical men who were about Her, to a real weakness in Her constitution, . and they
say that in any case Her life wd. not have been a long one. . . . The labour of the
Princess was very long protracted; The Child was large; and it was what is called
'a Cross Birth'; these difficulties medical men say, were too great for Her constitution
to sustain."
HARVEY CHRISTIAN COMBE (1753-1832), at whose party John Opie contracted his fatal
illness, was born at Ashford in Hampshire, the son of the Town Clerk. So said
James Curtis, who said he had known Combe for 40 years, but another account gives
his birthplace as Andover, and his father as a solicitor of New Inn. In any case,
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President of the Irish Society, and who became (Alderman Boydell suggested by virtue
of certain sharp practices) Lord Mayor of London.
He died at Margate 13 Aug., 1832.
JOHN CONSTABLE (1776-1837), son of Golding Constable, was born at East Bergholt,
Suffolk, on 11 June, 1776. The father was in "Mills & Corn &c" and efforts were
made to have the boy become a miller but Dunthorne, the local plumber, and his
painting had a greater appeal. :Sir George Beaumont saw some of his work and
induced him to go to London in 1795. where he almost at once came under the influ-
ence of Joseph Farington. This association was one which was to last throughout
Farington's life and the Diary constantly mentions their contacts, where Farington
offered advice and even made out the annual budget for the Constable household. From
portrait, Constable turned to landscape painting, wherein he was too original to meet
immediate approval, since he did his best to eliminate what he called the "fal-de-lal
or fiddle-de-dee" from this branch of art. The support of his maternal uncle, David
Pike Watts, and of Farington effectively counteracted the efforts of his father to
discourage him from "pursuing a shadow," and the recognition which he received in
France enabled him to gain his A.R.A.
Called "guileless" by Mrs. Fisher, wife of the Bishop, he encountered considerable
antagonism from his colleagues, yet he won through to be recognized as one of the
important British pastoral painters. After the death of Farington, he occupied the
house at 25 Upper Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square, so long the home of Farington.
Constable died 31 Mar., 1837.
The Revd. THOS. Cox appears but once in the pages of the Diary, nor have I
encountered him elsewhere. Thus, beyond the fact that he ran a very poor third in
the election for Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries in 1807, I can give him no
further identity.
RICHARD CROFT (1762-1818), the son of Herbert Croft, chancery clerk, was born 9
Jan., 1762. After study at St. Bartholomew's, he practised at Tutbury, Staffordshire,
at Oxford, and then at London, where, like Baillie, he married a daughter of Dr.
Thomas Denman, then recognized as the leading accoucheur. When Denman retired,
he succeeded to his practise.
Although a successful man, beyond doubt the incident of his career that attracted
greatest attention was his death, by suicide, on 13 Feb., 1818. Opinions as to Croft's
culpability in the incident which led to his act varied widely. The ever-critical
Jesse Foote spoke of malpractise; Farington quietly recorded that he had "lately
been very unfortunate in losing several Ladies in Child bed," and that his death
was "A dreadful Catastrophe"; the populace were greatly concerned, because in the
death of Princess Charlotte "the prospect of succession now left was sad"; and Lady
Jerningham wrote that "The death of the Princess ... seems yet rather unaccountable,"
though Lady Holland, had informed Mrs. Creevey in September that Dr. Baillie had
reported that though "Pss Charlotte is going on in her grossesse, there are some
strange awkward symptoms." Lady Jerningham further elaborated: "the sad Catas-
trophe of Sir Rd Croft. He Could not, poor Man, bear the irritation of Nerves the
death of the Princess Charlotte gave Him, and had been ever since remarked
as being nearly out of his usual proportion of Sence. In attending a Mrs. Thackery,
in Wimpole street, whose Labour was tedious, He agreed to retire for a few Hours to
another Room; there unfortunately he found a Brace of Pistols Loaded (because there
had been an alarm of house Breakers) and poor Croft was found with a pistol in each
Hand, on the Bed, having destroyed Himelf."
THOMAS DENMAN (1733-1815) was the 2nd son of John Denman, the apothecary of
Bakewell, Derbyshire, where he was born 27 June, 1733. When 20 years of age,
Denman came to London to study medicine at St. George's Hospital. From 1757 to
1763 he was in the Naval Medical Service, but in the latter year he was back in
London studying under Dr. Smellie. The M.D. was received from Aberdeen in 1764
and Dennan located at Winchester, but he met with so little success that he returned
to London in an effort to gain a re-appointment in the Navy. Here again he failed,
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but a post as surgeon on a Royal yacht afforded him a needed £70 a year. With the
beginning of his lectures on midwifery his fortunes improved, and in 1769 he was
appointed physician accoucheur at Middlesex Hospital. Thenceforth, his practice grew,
he accumulated a moderate fortune, his medical publications gained wide acceptance,
and two of his daughters married physicians (Matthew Baillie and Richard Croft) and
a son became Chief Justice of England.
Dr. Denman died at his house in Mount Street, London, 26 Nov., 1815.
CHARLES GENEVIEVE Louis AUGUSTE ANDRE TIMOTHEE D'EON DE BEAUMONT (1728-
1810) is not footnote material. Known as the Chevalier D'Eon he was of the "one-
to-the-century" variety, and was born at Tonnerre in Burgundy on 5 Oct., 1728. Far-
ington, who attended his funeral on 28 May, 1810, at St. Pancras, states that he copied
the inscription on the coffin as "Genevieve Louis Charles Auguste Andre Timothy
D'Eon de Beaumont ne Octr. 17, 1727 Obit May 21, 1810 iEtatis Suae 83." The slight
difference in the dates of birth as given and in the order of the several names is
probably the most consistent thing about the Chevalier.
Although baptised as a boy, the rest of his life was one of doubt as to the sex of
this uncertain character, for at an early age he donned girl's clothing and became
dedicated to the Virgin Mary. But at the age of 7 he dressed as a boy, and was so
educated, even taking a degree at law, which he never practised. Among his influential
friends-how he obtained them is not clear-was Prince de Conti, who, in 1755, sent
him to St. Petersburg as a secret agent, where he was received as a woman, and he is
credited with so influencing the Empress Elizabeth that Russia was brought into the
alliance with France and Austria. Many delicate diplomatic missions seem to have
fallen to his lot, and these he seems (or should we say, she seems) to have executed
efficiently.
In 1758 he became a Captain of Dragoons, and the service he saw on the staff of the
Marshal de Broglie permitted him later, at times, to pose as a military personage.
During the year 1802 D'Eon accompanied the Duke de Nivernais to England on a peae
mission, and this completed, he remained in London as a sort of diplomatic representa-
tive and spy. Conflict with the Ambassador, Count de Guerchy, led, at the instance
of the French King, to his being told to assume the dress of a woman and, as such,
to handle secret correspondence and gather useful information, but for a time D'Eon
refused to assume female dress and his struggle with de Guerchy led to the latter's
presentment on a charge of attenipted murder by agent. D'Eon, was upheld by the
court, butt his triumph was short-lived, for soon the case was quashed, although the
mob, supporting the Chevalier, expressed their views with paving-stones and by other
disorder. In the end, it required Beaumarchais and a trip to London to adjust matters
with D'Eon to the extent of the payment of £5000, and a yearly pension of 12,000
livres on condition that D'Eon wear women's clothes.
Few questions debated in the coffee-houses, and, indeed, in the salons, of London
led to higher wagers than did the matter of D'Eon's sex, and when it was rumored that
D'Eon was to return to France the speculators were thrown into a panic and by court
action insured that such bets were legal. Nevertheless, in 1777, D'Eon left London
and appeared at Versailles as a Captain of Dragoons, only to be confronted with an
order "not to appear in any part of the kingdom in any other garments than those
proper for a woman." To his aid came the Queen, who provided him with a complete
outfit, and Mlle. Bertin, a lady-in-waiting, superintended his transformation prior to
his (her) presentation at Court "anointed with fragrant perfumes . . . hair curled . . .
gown, petticoats, and stockings of the richest materials, . . . adorned with bracelets,
a necklace, ear-rings, and rings." At court D'Eon remained for 2 years, under some
embarrassment because of a masculine tendency in voice and manners.
The war with England led D'Eon to request the privilege of taking male attire,
but this request was refused, whereupon the Chevalier went to his birthplace, Tonnerre,
to remain until 1785 when he again appeared in London. But this time the Chevalier
encountered real trouble, for his finances became involved, and he was forced to exhibit
himself in public to gain a living, and then, with the French Revolution, came an end
to his pension. Farington says that for some years debts kept him in prison. He died
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man, while Madame Cole, who "lived with him during the last 25 years, never sup-
posed but that He was a woman." But the problem was finally resolved. LadyJerning-
ham wrote a letter to Lady Bedingfeld, under date of 2 June, 1810: "It is a most
extraordinary event. Pere Elise, who Called upon her every day during her illness,
made his visit, about 2 hours after She had expired, and, going up to the Bed to
Look at Her, and reflecting upon all the past Historys about Her, Lifted up the Sheet
Machinaklement and Screamed out to the dismay of the Femme de Chambre: C'est
utn Hamme!"
THOMAS FROGNALL DIBrnTN (1776-1847), known as "The Bibliographer," was born in
India, the son of Capt. Thomas Dibdin of the British Navy. When very young he
lost both parents, and thus came under the care of William Compton, an uncle. Study
at Oxford led him to choose first the bar; failing in this he became "manager of a
Sugar Baker concern" at Gloucester, but in 1804 he adopted the church as his pro-
fession. He began writing when a very young man, but his career as a bibliographer
began in 1802 with the publication of a edition of the Greek and Latin classics. This
attracted the attention of the book-loving Lord Spencer, who made Dibdin his librarian
and became his patron throughout his life. His15ibliomania appeared in 1809, and since
it conformed to the tastes of the period it gained Dibdin considerable fame.
Dibdin was unquestionably an amusing character, possessed of an ample stock of
anecdotes. He was the leader in founding the Roxburghe Club at St. Albans' Tavern.
Though his influence on bibliography was great, in his own works he had but slender
regard for accuracy, indeed, of one of his works it was said that it would have been
"a capital volume if there had been no letterpress."
Dibdin died 18 Nov., 1847.
The Doctor ERmis who conspired with Carlisle to protect the few remaining posses-
sions of the unfortunate Barry can not be identified, for Farington makes no further
specific mention of him. In the Diary there are, however, a number of items pertain-
ing to Dr. Samuel Ferris of Buckinghamshire, the one who shipped post-haste the
sunstruck Lord Thomond to London for Dr. Francis Milman and Dr. George Baker
to quarrel over. But Samuel Ferris, M.D., could hardly have been the collaborator
of Carlisle in the Barry incident, for his asthma had forced him to withdraw from
London to Beaconsfield in 1800 and Barry died in 1806.
WILLIAM MACKINEN FRASER (d. 1807) was most certainly the "Dr. Frazer" of the
Diary and of Carlisle's comment. He was born in the Island of Antigua, and received
his medical education at Edinburgh in 1775. After practising at Southampton and at
Bath he removed, in 1799, to London and became physician extraordinary to the Prince
of Wales, an honor he was not long to enjoy, for he died 22 Sept., 1807 at Shornbrook.
EDWARD FRYER (1761-1826) is mentioned but once in the Diary, and then incidentally
in connection with James Barry, to whom he was friend, physician and biographer.
Fryer was born at Frone in Somersetshire, and conmpleting grammar school he
was placed with a physician in Wiltshire. He studied for some time in the London
hospitals, then at Edinburgh, and finally at Leyden where he obtained his M.D. in 1785.
Back in London in 1790, he became physician to the Duke of Sussex, and, evidently,
that the extremes might meet, to the supposedly destitute Barry. He is said to have
had "distinguished ability" and to have been "beloved and admired by all who knew
him." Since he lived on Upper Charlotte Street, where he died on 9 Jan., 1826, it
seems strange that he does not receive more notice in the Diary.
HENRY FusELi (1741-1825), for many years a storm-center in the world of art and
particularly in the Royal Academy, was born at Zurich, Switzerland, 7 Feb., 1741,
the 2nd of the 18 children of John Caspar Fiissli, portrait and landscape painter.
Fuseli said that his "letters were beat into him," for his father, resolved that he become
a scholar, sent him to Caroline College to prepare for the church, and, indeed, he took
orders in 1761, but was soon obliged to flee from Switzerland. Reaching England in
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laneous writing, but through the influence of Reynolds and under the patronage of
Alderman Boydell, he became established as a painter.
Fuseli was made R.A. in 1790, and in 1799 he became Professor of Painting to the
Royal Academy, and, if one may believe John Taylor, it was to his sarcastic disposition
that he owed both of these honors, for he was ever ready to attack bitterly any real
or imaginary opponent. It was Fuseli, who at the Presidential election of the Royal
Academy in 1794 cast his vote for Mary Moser while the others were voting for
Benjamin West, remarking that "one old woman was as good as another."
But though Fuseli freely expressed his opinions of others, others returned in kind;
the King called him "a man of genius," Philips called him "the most insolent man in
the world," Northcote said he was "a butterfly, ingenious and fanciful and amusing,
timid, capricious, vain, and affected," while Thompson regarded him as "a thankless,
heartless fellow, incapable of friendship and insensible to gratitude," to which the
gentle Farington adds "I had too much reason to concur in this opinion."
Yet, endowed with abun-dant good health, Fuseli painted more than 200 pictures,
carrying his inventive genius to exaggeration, prior to his death at Putney Hill on 16
Apr., 1825. To the end he maintained that "the Greeks vere Gods," and when he was
not "in one of his peevish humours" he could occasionally find someone to agree
with him.
HORACE HAMOND, the Rector of Harpley and Bircham, and Prebend of Norwich,
undoubtedly deserves more comment that I am able to give him, since my knowledge
of him is confined to material found in the Diary. His importance in the Farington
household is due to the fact that the Revd. Hamond was the father of the Susan Mary
Hamond who became Farington's wife, and who died 24 Feb., 1800.
It would seem that Horace Hamond was a near relation of the Earl of Orford,
but he was more than that, for it is recorded that he was a strict church disciplinarian
who never chose to disturb his mind over "controversial points of religion." A rare
ecclesiastic! And yet, he would never think it amiss to interrupt his Sabbath discourse
to reprimand sharply those of his parishioners who seemed to be lacking in proper
attention.
Farington, either through surprise or admiration, records that Hamond, in 1802,
spent 5 weeks in Paris and "He took 100 Louidors with Him and brought two back."
Doctor HAYES is by far the most interesting of the medical men mentioned in the
Diary, simply because of the fact that being Farington's personal physician, and con-
fidant as well, he is most frequently mentioned, yet, he has not been identified satis-
factorily either by the editor of the Diary or by me. His comments on Pitt, Fox, Sheridan, Horne Tooke, and a host of other prominent men, and his views on lock-
jaw, longevity, infectious disease, the use of tobacco, and on quintuplets make up
interesting passages in the Diary.
PRINCE HOARE (1755-1834) was the son of William Hoare, one of the original members
of the Royal Academy. George Dance said that Prince Hoare was "born and educated
at Bath, and that he went to Italy for further acquirement of his art, but that
after his return to England, through infirm health, he declined the profession." Hoare
himself said, that "He had quitted His profession of painting because He found He
could not succeed in the practise as He wished." In any case, he turned to literature
and drama, writing numerous plays and several volumes pertaining to art. In connec-
tion with one of his plays he had great difficulty in exacting payment from Sheridan, but
persistence did it, for he wrote Sheridan "regularly once a week . .. till he had sent 26
letters by which time Sheridan was wearied & payed Him."
Apparently, with a £25,000 legacy out of the total fortune of £37,000 of his father, Hoare was able to follow a somewhat uncertain career in letters, during which he pro-
posed far more than he executed, leading Nathaniel Marchant to describe him as
"water gruel witht. Salt." John Taylor regarded him very highly as a man "endowed
with great talents," and "witty and humorous in a huge degree in his literary com-
positions." In 1799 Hoare succeeded Boswell as Honorary Secretary for Foreign
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BARON HOMPESCH, the German duellist, is mentioned in several accounts of the period,
all agreeing with Farington's verdict that he was "a paltry Character." However
clever he may have been with weapons of war, he was no match for Richardson in
their encounter on 21 Sept, 1806, for Richardson., a professional boxer knocked him
down several times. Hence the duel, and the injury which Anthony Carlisle was called
upon to treat. That Carlisle was successful caused the Baron great distress, and led
him to take steps, fortunately thwarted, to challenge Richardson again in order that
the Baron's sense of having given satisfaction might be fully content. Possibly it was
Taylor's assertion that he "ought to be hanged" if he challenged Richardson a second
time that resolved the particular point of etiquette involved.
JOHN HOPPNER (1758-1810) has been called the "most daring plagiarist of Reynolds
and the boldest rival of Lawrence," as well as almost every other epithet suited to one
who could manifest the quarrelsome conduct which is so clearly portrayed by Far-
ington in the Diary. He even had his "ill-tempered" moments with Farington. Hopp-
ner was born of German parents at Whitechapel on 4 Apr., 1758. His mother was
an attendant at the palace, and gossip was that Hoppner shared royal blood; indeed,
the D.N.B. suggests that Hoppner encouraged the idea that the interest of George
III. in him bordered upon the fatherly. But this finds little support from Hoppner's
own account as recorded 'by Farington: "Hoppner told me that His Father & Mother
were Germans: His Father was a Surgeon. Hoppner was recommended to the King
as a Lad of Genius, and the King had him placed to board with Mr Chamberlains
family. . . Hoppner was allowed 3 shillings a week pocket money. He was acquainted
with Mrs Hoppner (the daughter of Mrs Wright the modeller in wax) several
years before they married . . . On his marriage being known, He recd. a message
from the King that His Majestys allowance wd. be withdrawn. Hoppner was during
several years subjected to great difficulties. He had lodgings, and a two pair of stairs
floor, in Cockspur street"
Hoppner was a man of parts; he could be blackballed at the Literary Club and
lose no assurance; he could work himself out of heavy debt and become of such fashion
as a portrait painter that in 1801 his income was f3000; he could attain his R.A. (in
1795); he could appear as a man of the world with all that the term applies; and he
could secure publication, as a poet, of verse that rarely rose above mediocrity, but
despite his use of "Senna & Cardamoms," and the peppercorns of Dr. Darwin he could
not influence the course of his chronic liver disease that caused his death, as Faringtoin
wrote "On Tuesday Jany. 23rd died, at His House in Charles's St., St. James's square, between Eleven & Twelve oClock, John Hoppner, R.A. aged 51."
JOHN LANDSEER (1769-1852) quite naturally finds much mention in the Diary. He was
born at Lincoln in 1769 andbecame apprenticed to the engraver William Byrne. On
1 Aug., 1811, Landseer had tea with Farington, and, in the course of much conversa-
tion, he stated that his father had been a "Jeweller, and worked with Mr. Romilly
Senr. [the jeweller and silversmith of Soho Square], who was the person that caused
Him, Landseer, to be placed with Mr. Bvrne."
Landseer acquired a reputation as a painter, an engraver, author, archaeologist.,
antiquary, and a man always ready to do battle for a cause. Defining engraving as
"sculpture by excision" he vainly attempted, year after year, to obtain recognition
of himself and of other engravers in the Royal Academy, even making appeals to
the King and to the House of Commons to this end. But the best he could gain was
an A.R.A. and many enemies The R.A. was reserved for his son Edwin, whose Stag
and kindred subjects (in engravings) once found a place in every parlor.
John Landseer died in London 29 Feb., 1852.
JOHN COAKLEY LETrSOM (1744-1815), was born on the island of Little Vandyke, near
Tortola, in December, 1744. When 6 years of age he was sent to England for his
education, and by chance he fell into the hands of the Quaker preacher Fothergill
(brother of the famed doctor of the name). This association led to his entering upon
the study of medicine with Mr. Sutcliffe, of Yorkshire, following which he studied
for two years at St. Thomas's Hospital in London. Returning to Tortola to manage
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his profession here he soon acquired funds sufficient to carry him again to London,
and to Edinburgh as a student of Cullen. It would seem that Cullen's views appealed
to him strongly, and that he incorporated them, without credit, quite freely into his Reflections on the General Treatment and Cure of Fevers (1772). Paris next saw him, then Leyden where he gained his M.D., and once more -back to London, where, with
the support of the Fothergills and with the resources of a wealthy wife, he soon found that "he enjoyed the largest medical business in the city." A list of the societies of
which he was a member gives the impression that he was a "joiner," but, in fact, his interests were many and he was rated high as a philanthropist and an uplifter. He
was also a prolific author.
He died 1 Nov., 1815, at his house in Sambrook Court, Basinghall Street.
JAMES LIND (1736-1812) was born in Scotland 17 May, 1736. After study of medi- cine he became the surgeon, in 1766, of an East Indiaman and in 1768 he was granted his M.D. at Edinburgh. Later, about 1777. he settled at Windsor and became physician
to the Royal household, but of his medical capacity there are few accounts. Through his experiences on the East Indiaman and on his journey with Joseph Banks in the
exploration of Iceland he acquired other gifts, none of which tended to the development of an extensive private practice, for, as Fanny Burney said: "With his love of Eastern wonders and his tastes for tricks, conundrums, and queer things, people are fearful of his trying experiments upon their constitutions and think him a better conjurer than physician," though, she quite fairly adds, "I don't see why the same man should not be
both."
Doctor Burney called Lind a "mere lath" of a man, and in her Journad (3 Dec., 1785) Fanny Burney mentions him once more, when she writes that "I went to Dr. Lind's and saw his fat, handsome wife, who is as tall as himself, and about six times as big."
Just why Lind, despite his reputation of being a "good cutter," should have been selected for Windham's operation I do not know.
James Lind died in Russell Square, London, 17 Oct., 1812.
FRANCIS MILMAN (1746-1821) was the son of a Devonshire clergyman. An Oxford graduate, he was fortunate, while on his continental tour, to be called in to attend the
Duke of Gloucester while at Rome. After a period of some uncertainty, this contact was
to prove of value, but in the interim Milman found it difficult to decide upon his career, for in 1779 he resigned his post of physician to the Middlesex Hospital and took a degree in divinity. But to medicine and royalty he returned, and became not only physician to the King and Queen, but also President of the Royal College of Physicians. He died in Middlesex 24 June, 1821.
Milman was, apparently, a man who dared to differ; for Farington records two instances where he stood in opposition to the medical authority of the day. Lord Thomond suffered from a "Coup d'Soleil," for which Dr. Ferris did not wish to treat him, and accordingly sent the Lord back to his home in London "very ill. The fever continued upon Him 27 days, & He was often delerious. His life was saved by Sir Francis Milman. His Pulse was 120, and Sir George Baker, the other Physician, pleaded for the old practise, that of lo'wering Him. Sir Francis, on the contrary, urged that the Constitution shd. be supported & insisted upon three large glasses of Madeira being given to His Lordship every day; saying, if we once lower Him, we shall never be able to raise Him again, & He will die: but we can at any time lower Him if circumstances shd. require it . . . He recovered."
The second instance referred to in the Diary comments on the treatment of the Princess Amelia: "Dr. Pope, a Quaker, attends Her constantly, at Her own desire. Sir F. Milman did, but differing from Dr. Pope, He was dismissed. Then Dr. Heberden and attended Her, who seemed to adopt Sir F. Milman's opinion. They were dismissed . . ." Possibly Milman knew best; the Princess died within the year.
"Old Moore"=FRANCIS MOORE (1656/7-1715?) was born at Bridgenorth, Shropshire, 29 Jan., 1656/7. Although best known as the "almanac man" he was much more than this. When, in due course, he became established in 1698 at the sign of "Dr. Lilly's430 YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
Head," in Crown Court, Lambeth, he was physician, astrologer, and schoolmaster,
and, being at least abreast of his time, he started in 1699 the publication of his Kalen-
darium Ecclesiasticum to promote the sale of certain potent pills of his manufacture.
The next year, in July, appeared the first issue of his Vox Stellarum containing his
predictions for the year 1701. Thus began Old Moore's Almanac, the prototype of
many similar ventures, from the Poor Richard's Almanac of Richard Saunders (Benja-
min Franklin), to The Old Farmer's Almanac which even today is indispensible to
many a New England home.
FaR.EmucK NORTH (1766-1827), 5th Earl of Guilford, was the youngest son of that
Lord North, 2nd Earl, who bowed before royal pressure and enacted the Boston Port
Bill which led to the American Revolution.
Frederick, the 5th Earl, chose the field of scholarship rather than that of politics,
and he acquired some renown as a student of Greece and of Greek art and culture.
He was instrumental in founding the Ionian University at Corfu, and became its first
chancellor. From 1798 to 1805 he was Governor of Ceylon. He died, unmarried, 14
Oct., 1827.
AMELIA (ALDERsON) OPIE (1769-1853) deserves quite as much attention as her painter
husband, for of the two she was perhaps the more remarkable. Only child of James
Alderson, M.D., she was born at Norwich 12 Nov., 1769, and she seems to have
exhibited all of the traits of her father, supplemented by some distinctively her own.
As a novelist and poet she attained a wide reputation and her circle of acquaint-
ances and friends included everyone. A vivacious young lady, attractive, and with
strong enthusiasms, she is said to have walked across the table at the Old Bailey to
present Horne Tooke with a resounding kiss when he was acquitted of treason. After
rebuffing innumerable suitors, she married the recently divorced John Opie on 8 May,
1798.
After the death of Opie in 1807, Amelia returned to Norwich to care for her
father, her life being devoted to charities strangely interspersed, for a Quaker, with
gaieties. She died at Norwich 2 Dec., 1853.
JOHN OPIE (1761-1807) was, wrote John Taylor, ". . . one of those whom Nature
ordains to rise into eminence, notwithstanding the lowness and obscurity of their
origin" Opie was born at St. Agnes, near Truro, Cornwall, in May, 1761, and it
was assumed that he would follow his father and grandfather as the local carpenter.
But Opie was a bright lad (when 12 years old he established an evening school for
poor children) and loved to draw and paint, and parental consent to a career in art
was obtained only when the boy caught his father, of a Sunday morning, in a towering
rage and by his drawing of the old gentleman in his tantrum succeeded in breaking
his will. Opie then sallied forth as a traveling portrait painter and fortune brought
him to the attention of "Peter Pindar," who, as his sponsor (and for a consideration)
took Opie to London in 1780. The compact whereby Dr. Wolcot was to share in
Opie's earnings lasted but a year after they became established in London; probably
Wolcot was the loser by this rupture of relations, for the "Cornish wonder" became
the fashion despite his "rustic manners that nothing could tame," and abundant
employment came his way.
In 1788, although, his popularity had failed somewhat, Opie became R.A., and in
1805 he was made Professor of Painting in the Royal Acalemy, and the labor, it is
said, that he devoted to the preparation of his lectures hastened his death, which
occurred on 9 Apr., 1807, at 8 Berners St., London.
Opie was twice married, first in 1782 to Mary Bunn, who, in 1795, elected to elope
with the gallant Major John Edwards. Opie obtained a divorce, and in 1798 he
married, second, the famous Amelia Alderson.
Horne Tooke said that Opie spoke "in axioms," and Northcote, from whom com-
pliments were not readily forthcoming, stated that Opie's "mind was superior to that
of any other person whomn he ever knew, and that all other men were children to him."
ROBERT PEM (1788-1850) was born 5 Feb., 1788, near Bury, Lancashire, the son of
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at Oxford also, he appeared when 22 years old in a Parliament where sat Wilber-
force, Windham, Perceval, Broughamn, Mackintosh, and Canning, and here he rose to
the top as a Tory and later a Conservative. Statesmanship and politics were combined
with a keen appreciation of science and the arts; it is not strange that he should have
defrayed the funeral expenses of James Barry.
Peel's death occurred on 2 July 1850, following an injury resulting from being
thrown from his horse, but his name persists to this day in the famed London "bobbie."
Doctor PHILLIPS was one of the nine medical men consulted by Windham prior to his
operation. He has not been identified. Farington mentions him only once (in connec-
tion with the Windham episode) and Amyot, in his memoir of Windham, calls him
merely "Mr. Phillips of Pall-Mall."
In any case, he was of the minority in giving advice to Windham, for of the nine,
only he and "Mr. Wilson, the anatomical lecturer," thought the operation unnecessary.
Favoring operative intervention were Baillie, Cline, Blane, Home, the apothecary
Mr. Pillner, and the "cutter" Mr. Lind.
DAvID PITCAIRNE (1749-1809) was the exception needed to prove the rule. He was
a Scot from Dysart, co. Fife, yet the Diary of Frances Lady Shelley records:
". . . Doctor Pitcairne, the celebrated physician, a near Scottish cousin. I remember
once, while at dessert after dining at his house, the old man emptied his pockets of the
guineas he had received during the day, and bade the children scramble for those
which fell on the floor."
He also is the one who stated that "The last thing a physician learns, in the course
of his experience, is to know when to do nothing," and in commenting on his failure
to publish, he ventured the view that he "did not wish seven years hence to be obliged
to contradict his present opinions."
Son of Major John Pitcairne who was killed at Bunker Hill, he was born 1 May, 1749; studied at Glasgow, Ediniburgh, and Cambridge, and settled in London as
physician to St. Bartholomew's Hospital. His career in London medicine is admi-
rably presented by Macmichael in the Gold-Headed Cane. He died 17 Apr. 1809.
JOSHUA REYNOLDS (1723-1792), the first President of the Royal Academy, was born
16 July, 1723, at Plympton-Earl's, Devonshire, the 7th child of the Rev. Samuel
Reynolds, master of the grammar school where the young Joshua consistently substi-
tuted pen-and-ink sketches for his Latin verse. For a time he dallied with the idea
of becoming an apothecary, but in 1740 he became apprenticed to Thomas Hudson, portrait painter. A period of foreign study followed, and by 1752 he was back in
London to becomne the leading portrait painter of his period as well as a most sought-
after dinner guest, his popularity being, with sufficient reason, with those engaged in
fields other than his own.
The Diary is replete with items about Reynolds, as are almost all other accounts
of the time, but few have characterized him better than Dr. Johnson, who said he was
the "most invulnerable man" he knew; this perhaps being a favor in return for
Reynolds' founding the Literary Club so that Johnson "might have an unlimited oppor-
tunity for talking" at their meetings at the Turk's Head. It was with Reynolds that
Johnson made the trip into Devonshire that permitted the latter to hear the best sermon
he ever heard (by Rev. Mudge) and to approach the nearest he had ever been to a
state of intoxication.
In choosing subjects for his brush Reynolds was quite impartial,-royalty, nobility, the clergy, and Kitty Fisher, and in his portrait of Mrs. Siddons he signed his name with the quip that he could not miss the opportunity of going down to posterity on
the hem of her garment.
Reynolds died at his house in Leicester Fields on 23 Feb., 1792.
RICHARDSON, the boxer, must here remain anonymous, for I have found no further
identification; nor, perhaps, does he deserve more claim to fame than that of having
withstood the ministrations of the enthusiastic "bleeders" and the treacherous Baron
Hompesch.
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MARTIN ARCHER SHnn (1769-1850) was born in Dublin 20 Dec., 1769, the son of a
merchant. At Dublin he received a classical education (later revealed in his poetical
efforts) and his ability at drawing brought him to the attention of Robert West, whose pupil Shee became at the Academy of the Royal Dublin Society. In 1788, Gilbert
Stuart, t,he American, induced Shee to go to London, where despite warm recom- mendations he for a time met with little success and was forced to make engravings
for Macklin's publications to secure the necessities of life. Later, wealth (not his own) and influence found a place for him as a student at the Royal Academy, and
by 1800 his portraits had won him his R.A.
But the success of "the querulous" Shee was due to his rhyming ability as much
as to his art, though it must be admitted that the reception accorded his Rhymes on Art was viewed with some indignation by his fellow artists, while the dramatist
Richard Cumberland reluctantly conceded that Milton was perhaps the better poet though Shee outdistanced both Dryden and Pope.
Fuseli, who prided himself on an ability to judge character from physiognomy, said
that Shee showed "petulance and promptness to speak without feeling," and Shee's
behaviour concerning the arranigement of pictures at the annual exhibitions would lead one to respect this judgment. And yet, though every artist was at one time or another Shee's open enemy, he became President of the Royal Academy after the death of Lawrence.
Shee died at Brighton 19 Aug., 1850.
The SMIRKE mentioned in the particular passage referred to in the Diary was Robert Smirke (1781-1867), architect, son of Robert Smirke (1752-1845), the artist. Both of these men are mentioned repeatedly in the pages of the Diary. Robert Smirke, the younger, w-as born in London on 1 Oct., 1781. He entered the schools of the Royal Academy when 15 years old as an articled pupil of Sir John Soane. Between 1801 and 1805 he studied architecture in Italy and Greece, becoming so influenced that the classical style was characteristic of all of his later work, including the British Museum and the College of Physicians in Trafalgar Square.
Smirke was chosen A.R.A. in 1808, and elected R.A. in 1811. He died at Chelten- ham 18 Apr., 1867.
HENRY THOMSON (1773-1843), who later was to befriend almost every Royal Academician in ill-health, was the son of a purser in the Royal Navy. He was born 31 July, 1773, at St. George's Square, Portsea. After his preliminary schooling he became Opie's pupil at 100 guineas for the year, but they became so congenial that during the second year instruction was free, and in 1790 he was entered as a scholar at the Royal Academy. Aided by Lord Grey, in 1793 Thomson travelled on the con- tinent, and, while there, as he told Farington, "He was in Italy much afflicted with
fever. He also had the Ague at Naples, for which He took Bark witht. it having the least effect, which caused a Neapolitan Physician to give Him two pills which he
took upon the symptoms of the ague fit commencing; and in a very short time He
felt a zwrmth throughout, and the fit repelled & from that period He has never had a return of it. The Physician afterwards told Him it was Arsenick, but must be used with very great caution; & like other violent stimulants, may eventually bring on Paralysis." Thus cured, he returned, in 1799, to London to find Boydell engaged in the preparation of his Shakespeare Gallery, to which Thomson contributed. Elected in 1802 a Royal Academician, he became a consistent exhibitor, and in 1825, succeeding Fuseli, he was appointed Keeper. But within two years ill health compelled him to resign, and he retired to Portsea where he died 9 Apr., 1843.
HENRY TRESHAM was by inclination a consistent member of the minority-any minor- ity-particularly within the politics of the Royal Academy. He was a native of Ireland, his date of birth being variously given as from 1749 to 1756. His known history really begins when, at the Dublin Art School, he studied under Ennis. Possibly
Dublin, which in 1795 George Dance described as "one great stink" and "boisterous, noisy, and uncertain," presented too little peace to give his aptitudes full play, but in any case Tresham reached England in 1775 and made an uncertain livelihood drawingCARLISLE) PHYSICIAN FRIEND OF JOSEPH FARINGTON 433
small portraits until he came under the patronage of John Campbell of Cawdor (later
Ist Baron Cawdlor), whom he accompanied on a tour of Italy. But Tresham remained
in Italy for 14 years and, became a better critic of art than artist. Back in England
in 1789, following in some measure his art work, publishing 5 volumes of verse, carry-
ing on a sporadically profitable business as a dealer in art objects, but supported
largely by an annuity of £300 from Lord Cawdor, he won his way into the Royal
Academy in 1799, and in 1807 he succeeded John Opie as Professor of Painting.
Forced to resign this post because of ill health in 1809, he died in London 17 June, 1814.
RICHARD WARREN (1731-1797) was born 13 Dec., 1731, at Cavendish, Suffolk, the
3rd son of Dr. Richard Warren, the Archdeacon of Suffolk. The boy received his
early education at the public schools of Bury St. Edmunds, then, in 1748, after the
death of his father he went to Cambridge where life was far from easy, for not only
was his means of support scanty but he was also the son of an able Tory. A capable
student, he was directing his attention toward law when Dr. Peter Shaw, a leader
in London medicine, engaged Warren as tutor to his son. This diverted, him toward
medicine, and led him to marry Shaw's daughter, as well as to gain the support of
Dr. Shaw. But his rapid progress in his chosen field depended far more on his
ability than upon patronage and sponsorship.
He took his M.D. in 1762 and in the same year he became physician to George III.
and to the Princess Amelia, the daughter of George II. He was one of the early
physicians to the Middlesex Hospital; later physician to St. George's Hospital.
Recognized by all as both an able physician and an amiable gentleman, he was, as
Macmichael wrote, "One among the first of his professional brethren who departed
from the formalities which had long rendered medicine a favourite theme of ridicule
with the wits who happened to enjoy health."
Financial success was his, for when he died, on 22 June, 1797, at his house in Dover
Street, he bequeathed his family above£150,000.
DAVID PIKE WArrs (d. 1816) is to me known only through the references made to
him in the Diary. He was the uncle of John Constable. Once a clerk to Ben Kenton,
the latter successively waiter, barman, tavern-keeper, wine merchant, and banker,
Watts sought to marry Kenton's daughter, but to this Kenton would not consent.
However, when the daughter died unmarried, Kenton gave Watts some£200,000 and
thus converted him into Mr. David Pike Watts of Portland Place. Here, "being a
formal man, not suited to familiarity," he accumulated an art collection, sharply
rebuking Benjamin West for trying to sell him a picture for less than the announced
price, and refusing to converse with Lord Radstock on the sale of his old masters
without written permission given to his lordship.
Of his death Farington records: "David Pike Watts, of Portland Place, died on
Monday, July 29th [18161. Though possessed, it is said, of nearly£300,000 His Will
is made upon a most contracted scale, Having it amply in His power to benefit many
near relatives, He has noticed two nieces only, to whom He has left£1000 each .
Mrs. Russell, His only surviving child inherits His fortune."
The Mrs. Russell was the wife of Jesse Russell, M.P., son of the "eminent Soap
maker," and she commissioned Chantrey to execute a monument for her father at a
price of£5000.
WILLIAM WINDHAM (1750-1810) was the only son of the somewhat famous colonel
of the same name. He was born 3 May, 1750, at 6 Golden Square, Soho, and between
that date and the 4th of June, 1810, when he died at his house in Pall Mall he had been
the recipient of all the names that political partisanship could command.
Windham narrowly missed becoming a naturalist and explorer, for after schooling
at Eton, Glasgow, and Oxford, the rich, athletic, young man with "no taste for
politics" found he had a greater distaste for sea-sickness, thus ending what might
have been a venturesome career. Becoming attracted to Burke, he became his political
pupil and exhibited a tendency toward becoming a "reformer." Entering Parliament
in 1784 he supported) Burke's leadership, and he even followed Burke's advice when,
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strong resentment of his constituents of Norwich through his opposition to the popular
peace with Napoleon. The loss of his seat was met by efforts in his behalf by the
Grenville family, and he represented several constituencies until 1807, when he was
elected for Higham Ferrers to the seat which he held until his death.
By another turn of the wheel, "Weathercock Windham," as he was called, soon
found himself opposing Pitt and in alliance with Fox. In fact, throughout his career,
no one, including Windham, was quite sure where he stood politically, other than that
he was generally in a position to oppose the measure under consideratiom He even
opposed the press, and at one time they refused to make mention of his speeches, though
with his mastery of Greek and Latin, with his ability at debate, and with exhibitions
of temper his speeches were among the more noteworthy.
It was in July, 1809, that he injured his hip while hurrying to remove the books
from the library of Frederick North. The consequences are described in the Diry.
The fact that Windham consulted nine medical men before consenting to his operation
clearly indicates either his caution or the reliance he placed upon their judgment.
WILLIAM HYDE WOLLASTON (1766-1828), was born at East Dereham, Norfolk, 6 Aug.,
1766, the 2nd of the 17 children of the Rev. Francis Wollaston, rector of Chislehurst.
After an education at Charterhouse and at Cambridge he became Greek and Hebrew
lecturer, and received his M.D. degree in 1793. Wile at Cambridge he became
intimate with John Brinkley, the astronomer, and developedl an interest in that science,
indeed, in science in general. When, in 1794, he was made a Fellow of the Royal
Society, among his sponsors were William Heberden (the elder), Henry Caveendish,
and William Herschel.
On leaving Cambridge he entered upon his medical practise, and reached London
for this purpose in 1797. But this activity was not of long duration, for in 1800 he
decided to give up medicine to avoid the "mental flagellation called anxiety" he felt
over his patients. He turned to science, particularly to physics, chemistry, and botany,
and before he had finished his long series of 56 publications he had contributed to
"pathology, physiology, chemistry, optics, mineralogy, crystallography, astronomy,
electricity, mechanics, and botany." His "periscopic spectacles" were just a phase of
these studies.
He died 22 Dec., 1828.